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SPRINGDALES SCHOOL JAMMU
WINTER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
SESSION 2021-22
CLASS – 3RD

Food and Nutrition
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THEME
Food and nutrition are the way that we get fuel, providing energy for
our bodies. A healthy diet throughout life promotes healthy outcomes,
supports normal growth, development and ageing, helps to maintain
healthy body weight and reduces the risk of chronic diseases, overall
health and wellbeing .

MATERIALS REQUIRED:
1.A4 Sheets
2. Marker
3. Glitter Pens
4. Pencils
5. Glue
6. Biscuit Packets
7. Pictures to support your project.
8. Folder
9.

Use

the

given

material

Homework.
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for

the

Holiday

PROJECT :
Make your own weekly healthy meal Plan, write one story if we eat only junk food. Speak some
tongue twisters and write poems on healthy food
1 ENGLISH:-.write 5 tongue twisters and try to speak them
Make a beautiful fruit salad which shows your favourite bird, animal or flower like shown

2 HINDI:- Write a paragraph on importance of healthy food(POSHTIK AAHAR).
With the help of your mother make poshtik aahar like Dal chawal, khichdi, soup etc. and w
3.MATHS: Take 3 packets of biscuits. Note down their following contents on each pack with a
specific geometrical figure
a) carbohydrates with
b)protein with
c)Fats with
d)Sugars with
Paste the empty packets. Note down the amount spent and add the amount.
4. EVS:- Make your own healthy weekly meal plan (containing all nutrients)

5. GK:- Collect the pictures of different fruits and vegetables of different colours (according to the
colour eg RED:-Apples and tomatoes)
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6. Art and Craft:- Draw and colour a Pumpkin and write the name of some dishes made from
Pumpkin.
Laminate the sheet and keep it safe in the folder .

Computer:
Q1. Mention six areas where computers are being useful and paste the pictures on
A4 size sheet.

Regards,
Class Teacher.
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